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TC Millwork PHR  
Patient Healthcare Room 

A quick, temporary, Knocked-Down solution 

  

   

 

 

 

 

TC Millwork, Inc has introduced a new product that offers a flexible solution to the increasing Healthcare needs due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic. Our new Patient Healthcare Room is a temporary privacy structure that ships as a knock-down 

kit and is easily and quickly assembled on site.  As needs arise for patient segregation, the PHR will allow just that, all 

with contemporary aesthetics and Microbe Resistant finishes. 

Many configurations are offered to fit specific needs and the varying layouts of areas where patients could be offered 

privacy and safety. Rooms may be configured as stand-alone, linear series, or back-to-back. 

With floor space in healthcare facilities becoming a premium, the search for other types of facilities is ever evolving. Just 

know that the TC Millwork Patient Healthcare Room can be quickly shipped, set up, and functional in a short period of 

time.   

Features and Benefits: 

- PHRs fabricated from Materials that are:  

- Microbe Resistant Panel Finishes 

- Impact Resistant  

- Class A Fire Rated  

- Cleaned/disinfected with standard non-abrasive healthcare cleaning products 

- Non Porous 

- UV protected 

- Stain Resistant 
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- Three solid color film veneer finishes available  

- Finishes available with Anti Microbial additive for an up-charge and additional lead time 

- Standard Room Size of 8’wide x 10’deep x 8’ high walls to provide sufficient privacy 

- Clear Anodized Aluminum grid support system 

- Levelers located at all upright supports 

- Cross rail can be utilized for optional Hospital Grade Curtains at room opening - alleviates need for cumbersome door 

- All materials sourced locally and fabricated in Bensalem, Pennsylvania 

- TC Millwork’s partner, TRICON Construction, available for installation 

Standard Finishes 

                          Frosty White                                        Crema White                                       Mission White 

  

 

FAQ’s: 

What are the PHR’s fabricated from? 1” Aluminum Extrusions, Class A Fire Rated ¼” MDF Core Panels with .012” film veneer on 

both faces 

Lead Time to Manufacture Finished Product?  Dependent on floor plan layout and quantity.  Orders built to specification. Contact 

Spectrim/TC Millwork representative for project specific lead times. 

Useful Information to Provide Proper Quote: Floor plan with room layout, Room dimensions (8’x 8 or 8’ x 10’), Wall Height, if 

ceiling/lid is required, Fire Rating requirement, any other required conditions (e.g. door) 

 

Contact TC Millwork Directly @ sales@tcmillwork.com for pricing and further information! 
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